Abstract-Fast and reliable techniques for detection of food adulteration are indispensable to verify food authenticity. In this study, the detection of lard against different types of animal fats based oil using dielectric spectroscopy technique subjected to middle frequency range of 100Hz -100KHz is investigated. The animal fats were extracted and mixed with hexane solvent for different sample concentration levels. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique was applied to the collected data for statistical data analysis. The experimental results indicate that the dielectric value is not a function of frequencies but a function of sample's concentration levels. It is statistically shown that there is significant difference between type of animal fats with respect to their dielectric values at different frequencies and concentrations illustrating the ability of the proposed technique on lard detection objective. Furthermore, the principal component analysis (PCA) was used to classify lard and other animal fats. Results show that lard can be distinguished clearly from other animal fat sample group.
INTRODUCTION
The concern of food authenticity has obtained attention as a result of the rise in physical and spiritual interest of human's lives. In the spiritual context, food products containing lard and pork are of great concern to followers of Islamic and Judaism religions [1] , [2] . This also applies to certain groups who follow vegetarian doctrine such as Hindus or Buddhist. In food production, lard has been widely used to reduce the product cost as it is vastly available and cost effective when compared to other animal fats [3] .
Several lard detection techniques in the field of Halal analysis and authentication has been developed which can be categorized into 2 groups namely the labeling-based and spectroscopy-based techniques. Labeling-based technique includes the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technique [4] while the spectroscopy-based technique include Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) [5] - [7] , Gas Chromatography (GC), Gas Chromatography-Time-of-Flight-Mass Spectrometer (GCToF-MS) [8] , [9] , High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) [10] and Electronic Nose (E-Nose) [11] . Note that, lard detection techniques are required to be specific, economic, rapid, sensitive and able to analyze samples of different morphological characteristics [12] .
Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) with atoms and molecules to provide qualitative and quantitative chemical and physical (structural) information that is contained within the wavelength or frequency spectrum of energy that is either absorbed or emitted [13] . In [5] - [7] , FTIR combined with discriminant analysis technique are studied to detect lard adulteration in chocolate formulation and shortening and pork in Halal and non-Halal Chinese ham sausages respectively. In E-Nose technology, study has been conducted to detect lard adulteration in palm oil [11] . Chromatography techniques like GC, GC-ToF-MS, HPLC and DSC also have been studied for verification of Halal purposes [8] - [10] .
While the previously highlighted spectroscopy-based techniques sensing non-electrical properties (i.e. lights and others), work in [14] proposed a spectroscopy-based technique sensing electrical properties. In [14] , electrical conductance for various mixture of lard with other animal fat based oil and palm oil has been measured and characterized. Other works related to spectroscopy-based technique sensing electrical properties include [15] - [17] which performed dielectric values characterization on oil-based material to classify types of oil in general.
In this paper, an approach for lard detection based on dielectric spectroscopy is developed. Dielectric properties of animal fat based oil under test are measured and characterized. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) technique was applied to the collected data for statistical analysis to differentiate lard from other animal fat-based oil. Statistical multivariate technique namely principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the data for statistical modeling to group different animal fats.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the materials, experimental methodology and statistical analysis technique employed in this work. Results are discussed in Section 3 and finally conclusion is presented in Section 4.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Samples preparation
Lard is extracted from adipose tissues of pigs collected from local slaughterhouse according to the method proposed by [11] . Other animal fats samples of beef tallow, mutton tallow and chicken fat were obtained from several local markets and extracted using the same procedure. The samples were prepared at Halal Product Research Institute (HPRI), UPM. All of these animal fats are then mixed with hexane solvent at 6 different mixture ratio of hexane to fat liquid namely 99. 
B. Samples measurement
Dielectric measurement of animal fat based oils was measured using an Agilent 16452A Liquid Dielectric Test Fixture (Agilent Technologies, Hyogo, Japan) which is connected to an Agilent 4263B LCR meter Figure 1 (Agilent Technologies, Hyogo, Japan). The measurement was obtained at six discrete frequencies which were 100 Hz, 120 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 20 kHz and 100 kHz as been used in [17] . Agilent 4263B LCR meter operating frequencies are limited to these six discrete frequencies, which could not be changed or added.
The sample was measured by pouring the prepared sample into the 16452A liquid dielectric test fixture. The result of the measurement was recorded at all frequencies for each varying concentrations. The result of the measurement is saved after three measurements. The third measurement was taken for data analysis. The experiment is continued with different concentration of samples that were selected randomly.
Before measuring the sample, the liquid dielectric test fixture is made sure to be clean. The experiment is to be repeated for all concentrations and the liquid dielectric test fixture is to be cleaned every time after each measurement is taken. After all six different concentrations of samples are measured; the experiment is continued for second and third repetition by repeating all the steps above. For each experiment involves with lard sample, all the equipments involved will be cleaned according to Islamic requirement after the experiment had been done.
C. Relative Standard Deviation (RSD)measure
Relative standard deviation is one of the approaches for characterizing measurement variability and generally measured in percentage [18] . The RSD measures the spread of results compared to its mean in a sampled population by calculating the ratio between standard deviation over its mean. A low percentage means that the spread of results is small and vice versa [19] . In the United States Pharmacopela (USP) example, the maximum allowable RSD for measurement repeatability is 2% [20] . RSD has been widely used as compared to the standard deviation measure in many applications including climatology, business and engineering due to its merit in facilitating scaled dimensionless comparison of variation in variables having different units of measurement and average values [21] - [23] .
D. Statistical Analysis Method
For analyzing the experimental data, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) two-factors with replication was used to study the significant difference of different types of animal fats based oil. ANOVA carries out hypothesis testing which formally examine the two opposing conjectures namely H0 and H1. These two hypotheses are mutually exclusive and exhaustive such that one is true to the exclusion of the other. The null hypothesis, H0 states that the means of the groups of sample are equal and indicate that the groups of sample are from the same population. The alternative hypothesis, H1 states that the means of the groups of sample are not equal and indicate that the groups of sample are from different population. In this research, the groups of samples are referring to lard, chicken, beef and mutton. In addition, ANOVA is used to assess the experimental factors that are the sample concentration levels and frequencies and the interactions of factors on the measured dielectric values of each group of animal fats based oil sample.
For classification, the dielectric data is processed using multivariate data analysis technique, PCA. PCA is an unsupervised pattern recognition technique used in multivariate analysis. PCA projects the original data in reduced dimensions that is defined by the principal components (PCs). This technique is useful when there are correlations present among the data [24] . PCA has been well known for its capability to identify patterns in data and express the data in such a way as to emphasize their similarities and differences [25] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Relative Standard Deviation
RSD for the measured dielectric values for all three repetitions of each animal fats based oil samples were calculated. Fig. 2 Fig. 3 shows the measurement of dielectric values at different sample concentration level, measured at various frequencies for all animal fat based oils under study. Chicken, beef and mutton are compared to lard in Fig. 3 (a) , 3 (b) and 3 (c) respectively. Note that L100 Hz, C120 Hz, B20 kHz and M100 kHz denotes sample lard measured at 100Hz, chicken measured at 120Hz, beef measured at 20kHz and mutton measured at 100kHz respectively.
B. Sample Concentration Level
The experimental results indicate that the dielectric value is a function of the sample's concentration levels. The dielectric value increases as the sample concentration level increases. It is apparent that the dielectric values of lard can be clearly differentiated from chicken, beef and mutton at sample concentration level of 20% as compared to lower concentration. Note that the dielectric value of chicken is higher that the lard while dielectric value of beef and mutton is lower than the lard.
C. Frequency
Fig . 4 shows the dielectric values measured at various frequencies for different sample concentration level. Chicken, beef and mutton are compared to lard in Fig. 4 (a) , 4 (b) and 4 (c) respectively. Note that L0.1, C0.5, B5, M20 denotes sample lard of concentration level 0.1%, chicken of concentration level 0.5%, beef of concentration level 5% and mutton of concentration level 20% respectively.
The experimental results indicate that the dielectric value is not a function of the frequency. The dielectric value does not increase as the frequency increases for all sample concentration levels. It is also apparent that for same concentration level, the dielectric values of lard can be differentiated from chicken, beef and mutton. According to previous study, the dielectric response on higher frequency (0.2 -20 GHz) showed a gradual decrease at the start and an abrupt increase and decrease at the higher region of the frequency [26] . At lower frequency, the dipoles slowly reacting to applied electric field thus the gradual decrease. It is explained that at a very high frequency the dipoles are not reacting to the electric field applied since they are unable to follow the rapid field reversal of the electric field.
D. Statistical Analysis using ANOVA and PCA.
ANOVA analysis is carried out in order to analyze variance between groups of samples. Hypotheses are selected based on the computed ANOVA parameters. The parameters include the P-value, α, F and F-critical for which two hypothesis testing are conducted in order to select either H0 or H1 hypotheses as shown in Table  1 .
In the first hypothesis testing, the probability value, P-value which was computed from the experimental data is compared to the level of significance, α. In this research, standard level of significance of 0.05 is chosen. Hypothesis H0 is accepted if P-value is less or equal α, otherwise H1 is accepted as shown in (1) .
P-value ≤ α : Accept H1, otherwise Accept H0 (1) In the second hypothesis testing, the statistic parameter F which was computed from the experimental data is compared to the F-critical. Hypothesis H0 is accepted if F is less than Fcritical, otherwise H1 is accepted as shown in (2) .
F < F-critical : Accept H0, otherwise Accept H1 (2) Table 2 shows the ANOVA computed parameters of Pvalue, F and F-critical analyzed at each sample concentration level for groups of sample, factor of frequency and interaction factor of groups of sample and frequency.
The P-value for groups of sample is less then α of 0.05 and more than 0.05 for factor of frequency and interaction factor for all sample concentrations. Thus the hypothesis of H1, H0 and 
Hypothesis Detail
H0
No significance difference between :
1. Groups of sample with respect to dielectric value 2. Factors (frequency or sample concentration level ) with respect to dielectric value 3. Interaction of factors (groups of sample and frequency OR groups of sample and sample concentration level) with respect to dielectric value H1 Exist significance difference between: 1. Groups of sample with respect to dielectric value 2. Factors (frequency OR sample concentration level ) with respect to the dielectric value 3. Interaction of factors (groups of sample and frequency OR groups of sample and sample concentration level) with respect to dielectric value H0 are selected respectively. This indicates that there exist significance difference between the groups of sample with respect to the dielectric value implying that lard sample can be distinguished over other animal fat based oil samples. On the other hand, ANOVA results also indicate no significance difference are found between frequency factor and interaction factor with respect to the dielectric value. This is apparent from Fig. 4 where the dielectric values does not change with frequency for all group of samples. The second hypothesis testing also support these findings where F is more than Fcritical for groups of sample while F is less than F-critical for frequency factor and interaction factor for all sample concentrations. Table 3 shows the ANOVA computed parameters of Pvalue, F and F-critical analyzed for each frequency for groups of sample, concentration level factor and interaction factor of groups of sample and concentration level.
In this table, the P-value for groups of sample, concentration level factor and interaction factor is less then α of 0.05 for all given frequencies. Thus the hypothesis of H1 is selected for all indicating that there exist significance difference between the groups of sample, concentration level factor and interaction factor with respect to the dielectric value. This implies that lard sample can be distinguished over other animal fat based oil samples and dielectric value is a function of concentration levels. The latter is apparent from Fig. 3 where the dielectric values does change with concetration levels for all group of samples. The second hypothesis testing also support these findings where F is more than F-critical for groups of sample concentration level factor and interaction factor for all given frequencies. Figure 5 demonstrate the score plot of PCA of lard and other animal fats describing the projection of samples defined by the first (PC1) and second (PC2) components. PC1 accounts for the most variation in dielectric spectra, while PC2 accounts for the next largest variation. PC1 accounted for 92.2% of the variation, while PC2 contributed 3.93% of the variation, making up of 96.13% of variance for PC1 and PC2. Based on the score plot, it is known that lard can be separated from other animal fats in which the lard group is further from the PC1 axis then the other animal fats and plots on the positive side of PC2. Lard cluster located on the upper right quadrant and could be distinguished clearly from other animal fat sample group. IV. CONCLUSION In this paper, an approach for lard detection based on dielectric spectroscopy based on middle frequency range of 100-100kHz is developed. Dielectric properties of animal fatbased oil under test are characterized and statistical analysis ANOVA and PCA technique was applied to the collected data. Experimental results indicate that the dielectric value is not a function of frequencies but a function of sample's concentration levels. It is statistically shown that there is significant difference between type of animal fats with respect to their dielectric values at different frequencies and concentrations illustrating the ability of the proposed technique on lard detection objective. PCA analysis showed dielectric spectroscopy able to group different animal fat sample into distinct groups according to the relation among the variance of the data sets.
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